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from the editor

Dear Readers,
As we all try to resume work to rebuild our
network, pick-up from where we left off and
adjust to the constraints still upon us, a flood
of many new questions are re-surfacing.

these technological forces, will help us
better cope with this accelerated change in
adopting new technologies. It will also help
us identify and reshape the value driven
jobs that are emerging from the path to
digitalisation.

Many are struggling to recap the situation.
The longer than expected lock-down period,
is proving to be somewhat more challenging,
but irrespectively, change forges ahead.

This is what we see as the impact of an
accelerated digital transformation – it is
inevitable, but we need to embrace it and
use it to reshape our thinking and agility.

Most of us have been connecting to many
webinars and on-line events. And whilst this
is causing many of us to be “webinar weary”,
we must stay calm, focus and carry on.

This edition is dedicated to Digitalisation
where we feature several articles from
technology and solution providers, on how
technology is being rolled out and engaging
people in the process.

The theme for our August issue is “Accelerating
Digital Solutions”. There is no getting way
from this powerful catalyst for change, that
technology is driving through. The speed and
urgency generated by the exposure and risks
of COVID are a new reality.
Whilst we are all tuned-in for a faster adoption
of new technologies, we must be prepared.
It is really important to fully understand the
technology forces that will shape our future.
Many of these are already at play around us
and accelerating in their pervasiveness, even
if you do not fully recognise all of them.
Our lives are becoming more complex by the
day. The abundance of data and information
available to us is mind boggling. Whilst smart
technology is giving us a huge power of
accessibility, it is also being filtered and with
cognitive logic it is repackaging the data and
information we consume. It is continuous
flow of alternatives that we are receiving.
This superabundance of commodity data, is
heavily tasking our brains, forcing us to keep
running faster to keep up with a constant flow
of new innovations. Hence understanding

Our Opinion Editorials - short pieces written
by contributors mainly from outside the
supply chain industry, are also a good read.
If you have missed a session, you will find a
short synopsis of the webinar, as well as the
link if you would like to view it.
As editor of the LogiSYM magazine, I would
like to thank all those who have put pen to
paper to share with us their insights and
experiences.
As usual I look forward to receiving your
feedback at info@lscms.com and even
publishing an article of yours.
Meanwhile take care & stay safe!

Joe Lombardo
Editor-In-Chief
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a word from the president

The Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Society was formed in 1999 and gazetted in
2000 so this is our 20th Anniversary. I still
remember the heady days when we were
all much younger men and women, running
around trying to make a name for ourselves,
getting together with grandiose plans and
ambitions about how we were going to
change and improve the industry.
Back in the day, we started the first
warehousing school in the region where
trainees actually came to our facility and
learned how to do picking, packing, putaway
etc, using a WMS and even how to operate
MHE. This programme was built around the
NSRS framework, which was the predecessor
to today's WSQ (Workforce Skills Qualification)
Framework run by WSG. We also ran an MSc
in Supply Chain Management programme
with the University of Wales and BBA in SCM.
Over the last two decades, we have trained
thousands of industry professionals all over
the region - from Australia to China.

in Vietnam, now has a global readership
base and is the leading magazine for the
industry.
Save for this year, LogiSYM symposiums
have been run in Singapore, Dubai and
Malaysia for years. These are just two of
the dozen or so products LogiSYM has
developed to help educate, engage, connect
and inform Supply Chain professionals
globally.
We hope you find this bumper issue of
the magazine an interesting read. We look
forward to the continued support from our
friends and partners and as always, we
welcome any feedback or advice you might
have to give.

Our first 'magazine' was a tri-fold, A4 sheet of
paper that we stuck stamps on and posted.
Things have changed quite a fair bit since
then.
LogiSYM is now a full-fledged brand in its own
right and it's sister publication CargoNOW
is also quickly establishing a name for
itself. Where we were previously staffed by
volunteers, we now have a dedicated and
growing team of professionals, working
with industry experts and leaders. Under the
leadership of Mr. Joe Lombardo, LogiSYM
Magazine, which was originally launched

Raymon Krishnan, FALA, FCILT
President
The Logistics & Supply Chain
Management Society

®

Go be great.

83% OF MANUFACTURERS
REPORT RAPID ROI FROM
DEPLOYING A DIGITAL
WORKFORCE
Learn how Intelligent Automation
solves supply chain challenges
DOWNLOAD REPORT
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YOUR IDEAL TOOL FOR THE
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF
THE SUPPLY CHAIN AUTOMATION
Digital transformation is changing intralogistics processes. It is having a particularly large
impact on the supply chain: The new, digitized supply chain is more interconnected,
intelligent, scalable, and flexible. Whether used as a standalone solution, interface with
host or integrated in an automated application with warehouse management software –
Vertical Lift Modules are the ideal solution to meet the challenges of digitization.
+65 6863 0168 | info.sg@ssi-schaefer.com
ssi-schaefer.com

Benefits:
The SSI LOGIMAT® Dynamic System Is a Future-Proof Logistical Solution for your 4.0 Supply Chain Solutions.
You can use the Storage lifts for the storage and retrieval of small and medium sized goods, such as health and
beauty products, spare parts, luxury goods, electronic parts, raw materials and many other goods or supplies for
production. In addition, Vertical Lift Modules lead to a significant reduction in costs. Thanks to the considerable
space savings and the optimized use of space, they minimize transport distances and picking times and thus
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LOGIDUAL
Alternating
provision of trays
on 2 operating
levels per access
opening

LOGIGATE
Protects the
stored goods
against
unauthorized
access and
soiling

LOGIPOINTER
Optical indication
of the storage
position through
a laser pointer

LOGITILT
Tilting
mechanism
of the tray for
ergonomic
operation
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OPINION EDITORIALS
by Magiclamp Singapore
Online transactions has become
an essential behaviour all over
the world these days. From the
farthest African town to the streets
of London, modern technology
are applied to purchase online
and businesses strive to respond
to the increasing demand for
online shopping. With this
tremendous increase in online
business, companies and brands
are developing online presence
exponentially. The benefits are so
huge that businesses can’t ignore
this
e-marketing
revolution
anymore. We have enlisted here
10 huge benefits of eCommerce
that you need to know.

product
descriptions.
Knowing the important terms
and conditions associated
with the goods they buy is the
need of every buyer today.
This information is more easily
and conveniently available on
e-commerce stores. Magic
E-Commerce Business Plan
designs and maintains your
eCommerce platform the
way your business and your
customers need it.
3.

Often
customers
living
in faraway places cannot
buy something which is
sold in another country or
continent.
Some
tropical
skincare products, makeup
items, decoration pieces,
certain fabric clothes, leather
products, etc. are some of the
things which are often not
found in every local market.
This can be frustrating.
However, the solution to this
issue is online shopping.

BENEFITS FOR BUYERS
Only in the USA, 60 percent of
people buy their necessities
online. Each day the number of
online buyers keeps increasing.
Do you know the reason? Keep
reading to know in detail.
1.

Product Datasheet
Consumers
are
greatly
interested in checking the
datasheet of products to
make a better decision.
The details of products,
materials, and features are
very important for buyers to
make an informed decision.
Online portals provide them
sufficient information at any
time they search.

2.

Warranty Information
Customers look for warranty
information
along
with

Buying Products across
the World

4.

Variety
Often time, a variety of a
certain product is limited in
physical stores in local shops.
Customers like to see a wide
array of a certain product
before they choose one for
buying. For this purpose, the
best option is online shopping.

5.

Huge Discounts
Online stores offer discounts
more than stores in the town.
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Happy Customer Reviews
Bring More Sales
Positive customer reviews
and ratings bring in more new
customers. Every one checks
for the users' experience
before placing is order. By
posting clients testimonials,
retailers can convince more
people to become their
customers with no extra cost.

This is very convenient for
consumers. The end season
sales, festival sales, and
occasional sales are the top
best opportunities for the
customers to spend and save
at the same time.

for a successful online store.
This is convenient and costeffective for business owners.
For business owners who
has inventory in hand, it is
important of having the sales
turnaround so that cash
flow can now be more fluid,
holding the stock in hand and
not selling them are liabilities
to the business.

FOR RETAILERS
Retailers can enjoy a wide array
of opportunities to increase their
productivity and earn more profit.
Read the following for details:
1.

No Inventory Cost
Inventory cost is from minimal
to zero in online businesses.
Web-based
management
and operation are sufficient

With
the
state-of-the-art
methodology in the end to end
solution, the team with its vast
experience ensures a customer
centric experience in the entire
journey for every user and
customer.

Find out Consumers’
Buying Habits
Retailers can be at a better
level of awareness about
the habits of consumers,
their likes, and dislikes. They
can adjust their supplies
according to the demand
and ensure more sales. By
keeping the supply matching
the buyers' demand, retailers
improve their relationship
with their customers. The
mutual trust increases and
long-lasting relationships can
be maintained.

Find New Customers
Search
engines
help
eCommerce
websites
to
appear on more search
results and be visible to a
large number of potential
customers.
By
keeping
the SEO accurate, online
shopping stores can be on
top of search engine results.
Just think for a moment, how
profitable it is! That is why
we offer our services for all
sorts eCommerce platform
solutions!

2.

3.

With lots of customers' reviews
and product ratings, you can
easily increase your sales as new
customers find that your products
are good and services effective.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Magiclamp Singapore

Magiclamp Singapore provide a one
stop e-commerce service platform to
enable businesses to have a global
outreach to promote their products
with the ability to monitor the trends

4.

Scalable

and the behaviour of the consumers

Online business is more easily
scalable. There is no extra cost
for expanding your business.
You do not need permits and
licenses that you usually need
for physical store expansion.

from different demographics.
Get in touch:
Sales@magiclamp.com.sg
+65 3138 5238
www.magiclamp.com.sg
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by Blue Yonder - Mahindra Case Study

responsiveness to ensure the

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY
With

Blue

Mahindra

Yonder
&

availability of spares for different
demand patterns of after-market

capabilities,

Mahindra

needs, M&M SBU sought Blue

Spares

Yonder’s solution expertise and

Business Unit (M&M SBU) now has

Increase in both forecast
accuracy and revenue

advanced

greater visibility regarding demand,

assisted

inventory, supply and distribution

achieving

service

This
higher

levels

and

reducing operating costs.

accurate and timely supply chain
increase service levels by 10%, reduce

in

customer

plans and are able to make more
decisions. M&M SBU has been able to

technologies.

REAL SOLUTIONS

customer response times by 40%,
and grow business revenue by 10%.

“Blue

Yonder

comprehensive,

CHALLENGES
Decrease in inventory

•

The

automotive

and

farm

equipment

manufacturing

giant’s

Spares

Business

(SBU)

witnessed

lost

Unit
sales

revenues due to stockouts and
tight working capital as a result
of high inventory investment.
•

Using manual Excel spreadsheets
plans was not adequate for the
India-based enterprise, as the
complexity and scale of business
exceeded the capabilities of this

•

technology

chain

planning

manufacturers,

scalable,

cutting-

enabled

supply

solutions

for

wholesalers

and

retailers across a diverse range of
industries. Blue Yonder ’s unique
selling point lies in the highly capable
team of individuals who strive to
provide excellent customer service,
and are driven toward innovating
and collaborating with customers like

to create demand and supply

Increase in service levels

edge

provides

Mahindra & Mahindra to create agile
and responsive supply chains for the
future,” stated the head of Demand
&

Supply

Planning,

Mahindra

&

Mahindra Spares Business Unit.

method.

By

To

Mahindra leveraged the benefits of

gain

implementing

Luminate
greater

agility

and

Blue

Planning

Yonder’s
platform,
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key demand forecasting, inventory
management,

and

replenishment

planning capabilities.
Scientific forecasting methods and
multi-echelon inventory optimization
models have increased forecasting
accuracy and optimized inventory
levels, leading to higher customer
service

levels,

investment

reduced

and

inventory

increased

sales

revenues.

KEY BENEFITS
Labor-intensive
disconnected

processes,
systems

and

Excel-

framework that has been validated

– Head of Demand & Supply Planning,

by Blue Yonder’s artificial intelligence

Mahindra

and machine learning models. The

Business Unit

&

Mahindra

Spares

based planning worksheets have

software

been

integrated,

range of timeseries forecasting and

Blue Yonder consulting and support

automated data exchanges between

reconfigured a complete range of

teams continue to share knowledge,

Blue Yonder’s planning platform and

stochastic inventory models.

expertise and solutions to further

replaced

with

performed

a

complete

fine-tune

M&M execution systems. This enables

M&M

SBU

application

and

help

implement

the SBU to plan, execute and deliver

After a successful implementation

capabilities

goods in an organized and consistent

across the automotive and farm

solution configuration changes to

manner.

divisions, the solution has been

further improve forecasting accuracy,

extended to trucks & buses, two-

inventory levels and order fulfilment.

Based on the implied uncertainty

wheelers, construction equipment,

of

in

powerol, and Swaraj divisions in the

general, it is imperative to be agile

past 12 months. Presently, demand

and responsive by ensuring the

forecasting, inventory management

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

availability

and

Blue Yonder Group Inc.

the

spare

of

parts

business

spares

within

the

replenishment

planning

for

shortest possible turnaround time.

over 100,000 SKUs is managed using

Post the implementation of these

Blue Yonder applications, across a

processes, M&M SBU has realized an

multi- tiered, nationwide distribution

improvement in forecast accuracy of

network of 6 central and 15 regional

10 percent.

distribution

centers

throughout

India.

end-to-end, digital supply chain

Additionally, M&M SBU has created
a closed-loop process for monitoring
procurement

and

WHY BLUE YONDER

warehouse

activities to support the fulfilment of

“Blue Yonder understands our spares

the sales plan. This results in better

business well. They also understand

planning based on a data-driven

the nuances of our industry, and this

decision-making process.

gave us a good basis to work from.
The software provides recommended

EXPANSIVE CAPABILITIES

selections
demand

Mahindra

utilized

Blue

Blue Yonder is the world’s leading,

based
and

on

pre-defined

supply

parameters.

Yonder’s

Planners are able to apply default

software to create a research-based

recommendations or override based

spare parts demand segmentation

on additional information available.”

platform provider, enabling companies
to better predict, optimize and fulfill
customer demand. Blue Yonder
empowers companies to dynamically
improve business planning and
execution to drive more autonomous,
profitable business outcomes and
reimagined customer experiences.
With Blue Yonder, you can
Fulfill your Potential.TM
Visit blueyonder.com.
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By Tony Lugg – Chairman TAPA – Asia Pacific
health and safety to ensure
businesses are kept away from
COVID-19.
Karmjit also highlighted the
importance of cash flow for
organisations to stay afloat and
avoid entering debt when revenue
is affected.

“BCP is not the only
pressing issue,”
Tony went on to highlight. Other
rising concerns to be addressed,
“suppliers were single-sourced,
and there is a general lack of
risk assessment that results in
companies not being able to
switch to alternative routing.”
With
COVID-19
disruptions,
many companies are grappling
with security issues and facing
challenges to stay in the game.
In the recent LogiSYM Digital 2020
on 25th June, Supply Chain Security
in the post COVID-19 world panel,
moderator and Director at ESP
Consult, Joe Lombardo, discussed
the topic with invited supply chain
experts –Tony Lugg, Chairman
at TAPA APAC; Karmjit Singh,
Chairman at CILT Singapore; Prof
Dr Marco Tieman, Founder at LBB
International; and Vivien Cheong,
Regional Sales Manager at
TICONTRACT of the Transporeon
Group.
When asked about the impact
of COVID-19 on supply chains,
Tony Lugg pointed out the lack
of Business Continuity Planning
(BCP) in many organisations.

Earlier in mid-January, TAPA
conducted a survey across Asia
Pacific to assess the impact of
COVID-19 and identify companies’
situation and needs.
Results revealed a shocking
gap of 63% of the participating
companies do not have a BCP in
place for their operations in China
and Asia Pacific. As a result, they
were knocked by a sudden storm
when COVID-19 hit, and only to
realise the importance for BCP
thereafter.
Agreeing to Tony’s point, Karmjit
Singh added,

“BCP is a major weakness
for most companies. If
you do not plan for it, your
business with disappear.”
Karmjit advised companies to
prioritise the protection of staff’s

Working remotely has also
brought about the rise of cyberattacks that has impeded several
firms. Assessing cyber risks and
implementing response strategies
are the fundamentals of BCP.
With demand for Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) and
Fast-Moving Consumer Goods
(FMCG), supply chains are also
facing rising issues of counterfeit
goods, trade compliance, and
even smuggling of illicit products.
Criminals are quick to capitalize
on loopholes as supply chains are
disorganized and rewired during
the crisis.
To Joe Lombardo’s question on
how to change the mindset of toplevel management, Tony advised
that organisations should include
BCP into their risk register. “BCP is
a low-level item that is not getting
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the board attention. Once BCP is
in the risk register, the company
basically has to now assess the
risks of disruptions at all levels”,
Tony explained.

“If pandemic extends
another six to eight
months, there will be an
economic ‘depression’
where social unrest and
opportunistic crimes will
take place. With the boom
of eCommerce and the
shift towards last mile
delivery, information
security gaps will mean
gaps in supply chain. It is
important for the industry
to address these security
concerns now”
Dr Macro emphasized during the
discussion.

Vivien Cheong shared the recent
shift in freight buyers’ behaviour,

“We are seeing freight
purchase being
commoditized. Clients
are more capacity and
service driven during the
pandemic. This mentality
is expected to last for at
least 12 to 24 months”.

15

chains ought to stay resilient
with regular risk assessments
and improved strategies to help
future-proof their operations.
For more information about
BCP and risk assessment, please
contact TAPA at info@tapa-apac.
org.
You may visit the TAPA website at
www.tapa-apac.org.

COVID-19 has prompted many
firms to be less price-driven and
to focus on pre-emptive business
continuity.
Experts believe that the BCP
gap in supply chains has been
understated. COVID-19 is a wakeup call for companies to ramp
up business continuity, reassess
supply chain risks, and invest
on security tools that have been
overlooked in the past. Supply

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tony Lugg
Tony is the Director of Logistics &
Centre of Excellence for a leading
Tier One Fortune 500 Automotive
company and has over 15 years’
experience in the global supply chain.
He is also an entrepreneur and Digital
Transformation Champion having
pioneered and transformed the
purchase-2-payment of a complex
automotive supply chain across Asia.
He previously managed ‘Location Based
GIS Services’ real-time dynamic speed
limiting & tracking solutions as well as
OTA remote vehicle control.
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By Dr. Arne Jeroschewski - Founder and CEO, Parcel Monitor-Parcel Perform

E-COMMERCE DELIVERY
OVERVIEW IN SOUTHEAST
ASIA

5
4

The first half of 2020 has been a
rollercoaster ride for global and
regional e-commerce logistics,
setting off supply and demand
shocks throughout the industry.
Parcel Monitor is tracking parcels
all over Southeast Asia. We have
processed data from billions
of parcels over the last 5 years,
allowing us to analyze changes
in the e-commerce delivery
ecosystem and understand the
factors affecting the industry.
This analysis focuses on four
Southeast
Asian
economies:
Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia
and Malaysia. Their different
economic and logistics footprints,
along with varying government
responses to the pandemic paints
a comprehensive picture of how
recovery might look like in the
region.

HOW COVID-19 HAS
AFFECTED E-COMMERCE
LOGISTICS
We see three major impacts from
COVID-19:
1. Lockdown measures shift

3
2
1

Fig. 1: Singapore Domestic Transit Time from January to June 2020

Fig. 2: Thailand Domestic Transit Time from January to June 2020

e-commerce volumes directly
affected the logistics carriers,
with most struggling to adapt
to the increase in demand.

3. Disruption of cross-border

supply chains
2. Impaired logistics

productivity and
effectiveness

consumers online
Lockdowns with the closure
of many physical retail
outlets forced consumers
online during the pandemic.
They
therefore
turned
to e-commerce for daily
necessities. These higher

led to reduced efficiency in
the initial stages of the crisis.

A combination of initial
infections
at
processing
facilities and social distancing
requirements in the COVID-19
response
significantly
affected logistics carriers. The
resulting scale down and redesign of logistics operations

Production and supply chains
shut down in China from
February
2020,
affecting
cross-border logistics and
e-commerce supply chains.
Especially for verticals with
longer production lead times
such as apparel, the full
impact of COVID-19 is still
materializing.
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b. Thailand (Fig.2)
5

The
Thai
government
implemented a series of
lockdown measures including
a curfew in early April. In
addition,
government
of
Bangkok closed most nonessential businesses in the
capital.

4
3
2
1

Fig. 3: Indonesia Domestic Transit Time from January to June 2020

Our analysis shows a 10%
increase in delivery times
during this period. Compared
to the other countries, this
is the lowest relative spike in
transit time during the social
controls period.
To a certain extent, this
shows the adaptability of the
logistics industry in Thailand,
responding to the disruptions
caused by COVID-19.
Nevertheless, we have yet to
see transit times recover fully.

Fig. 4 : Malaysia Domestic Transit Time from January to June 2020

EXAMINING DOMESTIC
TRANSIT TIME OVER THE
FIRST HALF OF THE YEAR
We analyzed the changes in
domestic transit time of e-commerce deliveries across Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia and
Malaysia, accounting for social
restrictions, lockdowns and adjustments in logistics capacity.
Transit time to “first delivery
attempt” (“transit time”) is a key
performance indicator for delivery logistics performance. For
e-commerce merchants, shorter
transit times correlate with
higher end-consumer satisfaction
and retention.

a. Singapore (Fig. 1)
On 3rd April 2020, Singapore
implemented
stringent
movement
restrictions
and
social
distancing
requirements to curb the
spread of COVID-19 (“Circuit
Breaker”).
This showed a 15% spike
in transit time during the
lockdown period, as compared
to early months of the year.
These are encouraging signs,
that carriers have adjusted
to these circumstances, as
transit times normalized in
June.

c. Indonesia (Fig. 3)
While an official nationwide
lockdown
was
never
announced in Indonesia,
the government approved
large-scale social restrictions
(known as ‘PSBB’) in some
cities and parts of the country
in April.
We see a 26% increase in
transit time during this
period, which coincides with
a spike in online purchases
on e-commerce platforms.
Logistics carriers have yet to
fully overcome the challenges
amidst the pandemic as of the
end of June.
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d. Malaysia (Fig. 4)
In late March this year,
Malaysia started a ‘Movement
Control Order’ to restrict the
movement of people, goods
and services. Stringent social
distancing measures were
implemented in warehouses,
affecting the ability of logistics
carriers to respond to demand
fluctuations.
This was coupled with a
significant surge in demand.
The increase in e-commerce
sales in Malaysia during
the lockdown was further
amplified by the festive
season of Ramadan in May. In
2019, Malaysia experienced a
55% spike in parcel volumes
during the Ramadan season.
Delivery
performance
in
Malaysia
was
therefore
impacted with a 76% spike
in transit time, the highest
amongst the countries. We
see transit times tapering
down in June regardless,

suggesting a pending return
to pre-COVID transit times.

MOVING FORWARD:
A NEW NORMAL IN
SOUTHEAST ASIAN
E-COMMERCE
Perhaps “guarded optimism”
would be the best way to look
at the next quarter for logistics
carriers and overall delivery
performance.
While social distancing appears
to be here to stay, the initial flurry
of broad measures to combat
COVID-1 is transitioning across
the region to a more targeted
approach.
These
measures,
combined with logistics carriers
adopting robust social distancing
and digitization initiatives, mean
transit times will return to their
pre-COVID levels over the next
few months.
It is also encouraging to see
consumers
and
merchants
adapting to an online-first
approach. The pandemic has

Get a free report on e-commerce
logistics in Southeast Asia!

accelerated e-commerce adoption
and with foreseeable sustained
increase in baseline demand.
Those carriers who have further
embraced technology to sustain
permanently higher shipment
volumes, are set to emerge
stronger out of this crisis.
On a whole, more attention
and resources will go towards
ensuring supply chain resilience
throughout
the
e-commerce
logistics industry. We look forward
to seeing the logistics industry
head towards normalization and
surpass growth rates from preCOVID times, while continuing to
improve performance.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr. Arne Jeroschewski
Arne has held senior management
positions in DHL eCommerce Asia
Pacific and Singapore Post SP
e-Commerce and was a founding CEO
of ZALORA in 2012. Arne holds a Ph.D.
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Discover logistics performance benchmarks
• in Southeast Asia
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• methods like collection points
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Freight Resource. A majority
of respondents (67 %) were
freight and logistics decision
makers in Director/VP and
C-Level positions while others
held middle-management and
supervisory positions (28.9%).
Other survey takers worked in
freight and shipping operations
and administration including,
documentation, analytics, and
corporate counsels.

The coronavirus pandemic is
proving a catalyst for shipping
digitalization, prompting ocean
supply chain stakeholders to
abandon manual processes
and
embrace
automated
transport
management
solutions to drive business
growth, according to a new
survey by Haven Inc.
The survey was unveiled in the
latest Freight Technologies
Market Analysis published by
Haven, the world’s leading
provider
of
Transport
Management System (TMS)
solutions designed specifically
for international shippers. It
found that global business
lockdowns had highlighted
the time and cost savings
available to decision makers
willing to make the leap away
from traditional management
processes heavily reliant on
paperwork.

35% of respondents said the
use of manual processes
caused delays, 30% said
quotations took too long while
20% complained that booking
processes were cumbersome.
42% of survey takers also
reported they were now
looking to upgrade their
systems by investing in the
further
digitalization
of
their international shipment
processes.

51% of participants used
both air and sea modes for
international shipments. 41%
used only sea, 6% used only air
and 2% operated in only the
U.S. domestic market.
56% reported wanting to
increase the efficiency of their
booking management and
40% were on the lookout for a
better freight audit solution.

37% were looking to upgrade
in 1-3 years, 12% hoped to
upgrade in 3-5 years, and, 8%
were either not looking at all to
upgrade or to do so later than
five years from now.

61% of respondents said
they wanted to improve their
quotation management and
track and trace visibility, while
60% were looking to improve
their document management.
“We want freight invoice
control and cost calculation
for a shipment with the easy
understanding of the margin,”
said one respondent.

The survey was conducted
independently
for
Haven
by
logistics
and
freight
educational portal Shipping &

However, while lean and
automated processes were
viewed by most respondents
as the best solution, a number
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of
perceived
obstacles
to
implementation
were
reported. 35% of participants
said budget was a major
barrier to the automation
of freight operations, while
21% said there was a lack of
adequate technology. 19%
felt the struggle was a lack of
internal expertise, 13% said
it was due to lack of internal
resources, and 10% stated it
was due to a lack of support
from leadership.

platform of TMS solutions
aimed at international shippers
with particular focus on heavy
volume users of international
freight.

Haven

unique

“We’ve started that journey

“When trade is transparent,
deals close faster, ships sail at
capacity, and the entire supply
chain benefits.”

Transportation and logistics (T&L)

strict social distancing measures,

industry across the U.S., Canada, UK,

companies are losing customers and

the report discovered that almost

Germany, Sweden and Australia, to

missing opportunities to expand their

half (49%) of all transportation and

gauge their opinions and understand

business due to outdated last-mile

logistics companies globally agree

the trends and solutions that are

delivery technology, according to a

their

driving them.

new global research report by mobile

technology, rising to 56% of all large

and

organizations (those with 5,000 to

OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY IS LOSING

10,000 employees worldwide).

CUSTOMERS

The Last Mile Sprint: State of Mobility

Half (50%) of all T&L executives

in Transportation and Logistics report,

globally, whose organizations are

Despite the T&L industry dealing

commissioned by SOTI, interviewed

using outdated technology, believe

with

450 IT decision-makers in the T&L

they will lose customers, or have

IoT

provides

a

management

solutions

provider, SOTI, which looks at the

“Our aim is to make global
trade as efficient as it can
be,” said Klaus. “I think the
survey proves that the current
pandemic has made it crystal
clear that it is possible to
streamline processes using
technology.

organization

has

outdated

by
reimagining
transport
management system software
with a view to making global
supply chains work more
efficiently
which
benefits
everyone involved in trade.
That is, from shippers and the
businesses that depend on
them, to consumers awaiting
goods as necessary as basic
food supplies.

technological challenges that today’s
T&L businesses are dealing with.

unparalleled

demand

and
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already lost customers, because of it.

Manager, Heartland Computers, Inc.

While almost a third (30%) of all senior
management directly attributed using

Meanwhile,

legacy technology to falling behind

of

their competitors.

organization would benefit or has

all

two-thirds

respondents

(65%)

agreed

their

already benefited from having an
OPPORTUNITIES ARE

effective

BEING LOST

the last-mile delivery. More than half

mobile-first

strategy

for

(58%) of all surveyed, who already
This outdated technology is also

have a mobile-first strategy for last-

affecting T&L companies’ ability to

mile delivery, agree that it’s effective

expand and/or respond to challenges

and has reduced their operational

in the current climate. More than a

costs.

third (37%) of all companies globally,
with outdated technology, said that

Shash Anand, Vice President of Product

legacy technology has prevented

Strategy,

them

from

sufficiently

SOTI,

comments:

“The

upscaling

COVID-19 pandemic has intensified

during the COVID-19 crisis, while

the rapid shift we’re seeing from brick

36% of all companies globally agreed

and mortar retail to e-commerce,

their organization would benefit from

and the stakes have never been

having improved real-time support

higher. As consumers increasingly

for mobile devices during times of

turn to online retailers to fulfil their

crisis.

purchasing needs, fast shipping is no
longer a luxury – it’s an expectation.

‘MOBILE-FIRST’ STRATEGY SEEN AS

T&L companies are falling behind

THE SOLUTION

with outdated technology, especially
around the last-mile delivery, and

By adopting a mobile-first strategy,

it is resulting in lost customers and

T&L companies can gain visibility

missed opportunities.”

into critical aspects of their supply
chain and leverage real-time decision-

“By implementing a robust mobile-

making

workforce

first strategy, companies will not only

productivity and create better, more

be able to provide better customer

responsive experiences. Twenty-nine

experiences,

percent of all senior executives said

speed,

that introducing or growing a mobile-

transparency in the delivery channel

first strategy is their current priority

for the customer and edge out the

to drive their business forward.

competition. Equipping T&L staff with

to

improve

but

minimize

will
costs,

increase
ensure

the most up-to-date technology and
“In today’s fast-moving T&L sector,

having an integrated mobility and IoT

companies must adapt their supply

management platform in place is not

chains with mobile technology to

only a powerful customer retention

help simplify workflows and drive

strategy, but an effective operations

efficiency in their operations. Failing

strategy too.”

to do so could have a devastating
effect on their business, especially
now when speedy and trackable
deliveries are no longer a ‘nice-tohave’, but a customer expectation,”
says

Todd

Greenwald,

General
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SUPERCHARGE YOUR
WAREHOUSING AND
FULFILMENT WITH
BEST-IN-CLASS TECHNOLOGY
blu is a Singapore-based logistics solution
provider that specialises in eCommerce
fulfilment and retail logistics technology,
providing end-to-end solutions from
warehousing and fulfilment to last mile to
returns management.
Powered by robotics and AI, blu empowers
partners with scalable, automated fulfilment
and last mile capabilities to grow their
businesses and stay ahead of the curve.

Get in touch with us today
hello@blu.com.sg
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The economy of Singapore is a
leading indicator in showing the
health of global trade and the
logistics market. Judging by the
most recent economic statistics
things are shockingly bad.
Released by Singapore’s Ministry
of Trade on Monday, the numbers
showed an economy that shrank
by 12.6% year-on-year, with a
horrendous 41.2% fall compared
with the previous quarter.
Singapore has a reasonably
broadly based economy, but it is
particularly reliant on its airport
and port, both have been hit,
albeit differently. For example,
Singapore Airlines experienced a
fall in passenger volumes of over
90% over the past few months,
with June seeing passenger traffic
of 17,700 compared to 3.2m in the
same month of 2019. Shipping
has not been as badly affected,
with container throughput at the
Port of Singapore down 3% year-

Within the global food supply
chain, seafood logistics are among
the most compromised, due to
the widespread misuse of labels
and direct seafood fraud. Marine
conservation non-profit Oceana
published a report on the extent

on-year in June. So, the picture is
extraordinarily mixed.
None-the-less these figures are
an important re-emphasis that,
although parts of the worlds
trading economy are doing OK,
other parts are in a state of ruin.
Even over the short-term, it is
unlikely that the former will be
able to support the latter, rather
the collapse in sectors such as air
transportation will gradually pulldown the rest of the economy.
This is clearly what has happened
in Singapore, with sectors such
as hotels and retailing savaged
by the disappearance of foreign
travellers. Although the 95.6%
year-on-year fall in construction
activity was heavily influenced by
the ‘lockdown’ policies, none-theless it is hard to see a recovery
in construction to previous levels
without demand.
In such a context it is deeply

of seafood fraud within North
America. Its research showed
that the U.S. was particularly
vulnerable, as 90% of all the
country’s seafood is imported –
often from Southeast Asia.
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ominous that an airline such as
Qantas in Australia has apparently
assumed that international travel
in and out of Australia at least
will not recover until the middle
of 2021. Admittedly, China
seems to be experiencing some
growth, but it is hard to assess
how sustainable this is, not least
as consumer confidence seems
weak.
In such a climate making
projections about future demand
is hazardous. For example,
rumours and press briefings are
emerging in Britain and the US
that vaccines will be available by
September or October. It is hard
to know what to make of these,
however, if they are even halftrue they would transform the
prospects for global trade over
the next six months. If these
attempts fail, it is difficult to see
how the present trajectory of the
world’s economy is sustainable.

Unisot, a Norwegian blockchainbased company, is working to
bring visibility into global seafood
supply chains. Unisot’s platform
is powered by blockchain and
provides all parties within the
network a ‘universal source of
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truth’ to the end-to-end movement
of shipment – from origin to the
end customer.
“We have technology like electronic
data interchange (EDI) and email
in use right now, but they are
old and inefficient technologies.
This results in companies not
exchanging enough information
with each other,” said Stephan
Nilsson, the co-founder and CEO
of Unisot. “Companies collect tons
of data and store them in their
data warehouses. They only use
it internally, creating closed data
silos inside their organizations.
That’s a big problem, and we are
tackling that.”
Trust is a deciding factor in data
exchange, which the technology
of blockchain can provide via its
secure and decentralized ledger
system. Nilsson explained that
Unisot realized early that supply
chains could benefit tremendously
by adopting blockchain across
their ecosystems.
Due to its Norwegian roots, Unisot
chose the seafood supply chain to
pilot its blockchain technology, as
the fishing industry is one of the
largest contributors to Norwegian
exports. Unisot created the
Seafood Chain, which is a vertical
built over its blockchain platform.
The company is currently working
with two pilot customers in
Norway – one being a fish
producer and the other a seafood
distribution business.
“By working with these two
customers, we can cover the
whole seafood supply chain – right
from fish eggs to breeding and
then the distribution that goes all
the way to restaurants and end
consumers,” said Nilsson.

He contends that the COVID-19
situation has exacerbated the
need for implementing such
technology within supply chains,
as they depend heavily on a
human workforce to run logistics
operations.
“When you have people staying
at home due to the pandemic,
it disrupts the supply chain.
Automating simple things such
as order and delivery messages
can help save a lot of time,”
said Nilsson. “We’ve built the
blockchain
data
interchange
(BDI) that is just like EDI, but with
blockchain as the communication
layer. Instead of going via third
parties and EDI providers, we do
it peer-to-peer via the blockchain
and have a secure, encrypted and
cost-efficient network.”
The end-to-end visibility into
supply chains will mean complete
provenance tracking for end
consumers. Nilsson explained
that consumers would only have
to scan a code on the seafood
product they buy at the market
to get details on the type of fish,
the fishing company, fishing
location, the time and place of its
processing, and the time to reach
the supermarket shelf.

The transparency also allows
seafood producers to seek
feedback from end consumers
directly. Unisot has developed
a feedback process that works
similarly to that of Uber or Airbnb,
in which consumers can leave
a rating between one to five on
the product they consume. This
rating would reach the producers,
helping them improve their
seafood quality based on realtime feedback.
With data stored within an
encrypted and secure network,
companies can now start sharing
information with businesses of
their choosing. Companies can
also monetize data, with critical
data put behind a paywall and
charged for according to its
market need.
“Our customers only pay for
what they use and do not need
any understanding of blockchain
to work on our platform,” said
Nilsson.
“Most
blockchain
companies only provide APIs for
companies to build integrations,
making it very complex and
time-intensive. We mitigate that,
making it very easy and low cost
for companies to start using a
blockchain system.”

CoolMax

Handybox

Anwood Logistics Systems (ALSCO) is a leading reusable package solution
and intelligent logistics systems provider. Established in 1998 and as a flexible
one-stop service provider, ALSCO is committed to provide high quality
innovative packaging solutions,customized transport packaging system, diverse
cold chain logistics equipment, global packaging pooling services, and
intelligent information system services. ALSCO works towards achieving
strategic develop ment goals and aims to improve supply chain efficiency
for the global automotive, agricultural cold chain, pharmaceuticals, e-Commerce

ALSCO Logistik Systeme GmbH
- Singapore - Suzhou - Ingolstadt -

www.alsco-tls.com
info@alsco-tls.com
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WEBINAR SYNOPSIS

•

•

•

Mapping your Value Stream Processes help to
accelerate successful implementations.
Organisation alignment is a journey of embracing
new culture with new systems.
Don’t forget to engage your eco-system –
stakeholders, employees & business partners

CLICK TO PLAY

Closing message – “overall business continuity has
been blind sided on supply chain – to get back on
track, the urgency is to address your value stream
processes”
Guest speaker:
Silvia Davis & Amit Dhamane from boomi
talking to Joe Lombardo and Bob Gill

SUMMARY
The webinar attracted more than 65 registrations
and over 30 live connections, with a continuous flow
of excellent questions, comments & feedback from
participants. Webinar duration of 45 minutes.
1. Silvia Davis - key highlights are summarised as
follows:
Opening message – “innovation is driving the digital
reality that requires full systems integration”
The areas of Focus for Businesses - the boomi
approach:
•
Visibility – is now everything in supply chain
performance.
•
Vulnerability is not having visibility.
•
Customer Experiences is important to bridge the
gaps – people, processes, technology.
•
Focusing on an integrated platform is
fundamental to overcome “silo systems”.
•
Success is 80% process/architecture & 20%
process.

2. Amit Dhamane - key highlights are summarised
as follows:
Opening message – “there are some complex issues,
that require a structured planning & understanding
on how optimise best solutions”
Delivering the right Solution - from boomi:
•
Challenges - legacy systems, shadow IT initiatives
& owned technologies
•
Understanding & managing to overcome process
gaps, can then open up innovation.
•
Building resilience & re-configuring work flows
are priority task for all to address.
•
Connecting different systems seamlessly is goal –
data transfer, orchestration, low code apps.
•
People enabling competencies requires the right
skills for the task.
•
Defining the right architecture for business needs,
requires right business model & knowledge.
Closing message – “must focus on easy to use
technologies to connect to valued stream processes”
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Founded in 2001, Seamless
Distribution
Systems
(SDS)
listed on the NASDAQ First
North Premier are renowned
for enabling the digitization of
sales and distribution processes
across more than 50 markets.
With a key focus on emerging
markets around the world, SDS
process over US$14B worth of
transactions annually.
SDS built its reputation for success
and excellence on delivering
robust and innovative solutions,
enabling them to establish
themselves as a trusted partner
to
the
telecommunications,
retail, and finance industries,
where digital transformation is
now more critical than ever and
where they have consistently
delivered high-value distribution
solutions. In 2016, Seamless was
awarded the Global Telecoms
Business Award for Software
and Applications Innovation,
showing
their
commitment
to providing exemplary and
innovative technologies through

a result driven approach, and
demonstrating that the success of
their customers is embedded in
their core DNA.
Steadily growing their solid
customer base, SDS has made
strategic acquisitions to grow
their product portfolio, increase
market
share
and
boost
geographical
representation.
In 2018, SDS acquired a global
leader in electronic product

distribution, increasing market
share in Scandinavia. Then,
in 2019, SDS acquired French
digital transactions technology
company,
eServGlobal.
The
acquisition was key to opening
doors to expansion in Asia, Africa,
Europe, and the Middle East.
Seamless are a trusted provider
to several tier one telecom
operators for new deployments
as well as platform replacements.
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Their key customers include MTN
Group, Ooredoo Group, Zain
Group, GoSoft Thailand (7Eleven),
Ericsson, CSG APAC and Aliv
Bahamas to name a few. Seamless
have
significant
experience
in system migration and their
solutions can be easily integrated
with other platforms.
Today, Seamless is working
hand in hand with clients and
partners in Asia to help drive
digital transformation. A key
engagement in Mongolia uses
Seamless solutions to deliver
a range of mobile, internet,
media, and enterprise services.
Leveraging
SDS’
end-to-end
software
solutions
including
e-Topup, dealer management,

and
voucher
management
platforms, the leading information
communications
technology
group is moving towards meeting
digitization objectives with a
heavy focus on improving the
user experience and scalability of
their services. SDS platforms will
enable the delivery of premium
television services, prepaid and
postpaid mobile solutions, VoIP,
optical fiber broadband access,
and enterprise services.
Seamless
provides
modular,
scalable, and innovative crossindustry solutions that can be
shaped to fit any sales and
distribution channel or product
offering. They work with clients to
accelerate and simplify digitization
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across the supply chain, increasing
revenue, reducing costs, and
improving market penetration.
Seamless support their customers
with gaining control over their
sales and distribution channels
and provide world-class customer
support to ensure uninterrupted
operations around the clock.
Their modular approach ensures
a much faster go to market time
of days or weeks rather than
months. Digitization of product
management speeds this process
up even more.

Looking at the broader logistics
industry, we know that digital
transformation remains a key
priority. SDS helps clients across
industries and professions to
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master their channel management
and increase process agility and
strategic success. Their scalable
solutions have proven to help

companies reduce their logistics
costs and optimize their supply
chains.

The SDS Sales Force Optimization
solution is a platform which
can be deployed across various
industries in the supply chain and
logistics verticals. Tracking the
inventory and reorder point gives
organizations complete control
over their stocking policies is
one of the many functions that it
deploys. This in turn enables sales
agents and resellers to submit
all POS through the application
and provides real-time clarity
for all business decisions that
will translate into actionable
intelligence
for
optimum
performance whilst measuring
the sales effectiveness of the
retail agents.
Another major focus of the
Seamless product portfolio is
channel
management.
Their
platforms are designed to create
a unified customer experience
across all potential touchpoints,
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whether direct or indirect to
improve the user journey and
increase customer loyalty and
retention.
SDS’ electronic recharge and
voucher management platforms
can be implemented in any
organization that deals with
a large user base or manages
commission payouts to resellers.
These solutions also provide
granular control over data and
real-time visibility to manage
the entire sales and distribution
chain and automate or digitize
processes.
Additionally,
their
solutions
help boost revenue and sales
through intelligent stakeholder
value management. Using a
data-driven approach, predictive
analytics are generated that can
encourage agents or retailers to
increase their sales performance
through gamification, creating a
mutually beneficial arrangement.
Providing
data-informed,
personalized recommendations
at the moment of purchase to end

users increases average revenue
per user and provides a more
attractive offering to customers.
A recent success story involves
an East African mobile operator
who achieved 149% return on
investment on digitization and
modernization of their sales
channels within three months.
Seamless is accompanying their
customer to reach their objective
of 50% digitization by the end of
the year.
Acceleration
of
digitalization
has been amplified during the
global
COVID-19
pandemic.
Seamless was not affected by the
disruption, instead with its rich
historical experience in delivering
solutions in complex situations,
they were called upon to support
a
government
disbursement
scheme providing relief funds
to affected parties in the Middle
East. With extensive experience
in executing such large-scale
projects, the funds reached the
target population within the
shortest possible time.
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Seamless works in agile teams,
focusing on comprehensive value
creation rather than just project
completion.
Throughout
the
service delivery process, teams
hold product consultations and
ensure tight feedback loops
to ensure that the product
exceeds customer expectations.
Additionally,
support
teams
provide on-site and virtual
assistance with industry best
average response times.
Today the company has over 230
team members located across the
globe including Singapore, India,
Pakistan, Indonesia, Sweden,
South Africa, Ivory Coast, France,
Romania, UAE, Ghana, and
Nigeria. Such a highly qualified
and culturally diverse team
fosters concrete benefits for the
company in the form of improved
creativity, increased productivity,
and better on ground presence.
Continued expansion remains a
priority, particularly in the Asia
Pacific region.
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product. Seamless offers a solid
ROI stemming from:
•

•

The truly global team are experts
in software development and
use industry best practices. Their
intricate industry knowledge
allows Seamless to easily adapt
to regional requirements and
find innovative solutions to the
business needs of each client.
Post-deployment,
Seamless
accompanies its clients with
data-driven, actionable insights,
enabling them to optimize their
platforms and processes for a
streamlined supply chain.
Seamless follows a project
methodology
that
ensures
delivery that is closely aligned
with their client’s requirements.
From gathering specifications, to
scoping and customer discovery
workshops, each client’s business
needs are understood and
translated into the developed

•

Highly scalable platforms:
whether you’re an SME, a
large corporation or on the
brink of a transition, Seamless
can easily adapt to your needs
as your business grows
Reliability and strength: with
industry-best SLA fulfilment
of more than 99.999%, you
can be assured that the team
will ensure that your system
delivers 24/7/365
Agility and time to market: SDS’
team of experts has a strong
business
understanding,
allowing them to quickly
adapt to market changes

Leveraging
an
agile
and
consultative approach to solve
client’s pain points, Seamless
drastically improves performance
delivery and reduces rollout
time for the client. Get in touch
today to discuss how Seamless
Distribution Systems can work to
digitize your business for growth
and scalability.

Christine Lee
APAC Regional Director
Christine Lee, Singapore-based
APAC Regional Director at Seamless
Distribution Systems accompanies
clients to achieve their strategic
and operational business goals.
Christine has an impressive history
of helping clients to seek out new
partnerships and expand into new
market and product segments. In
her current role, she actively helps
clients accelerate revenue growth
through leveraging technology
solutions.

Seamless
Distribution
Systems
(SDS) is a Swedish multinational,
providing digitization solutions for
sales and distribution processes.
A global leader in technology, SDS
delivers end-to-end platforms for
digital value distribution and supply
chain management. They facilitate
some of the world's largest sales
networks, enabling customers to
drive revenue growth and optimize
operations.

Capitalising On
Supply Chain
Digitisation With
Robotic Process
Automation
10 Areas Of Opportunities

A digital workforce weaves together
disconnected automation tools – Robotic
Process Automation (RPA), AI, and machine
learning – to think, act and analyse the way
a human worker would, and work alongside
humans. RPA as it is also referred to, has
the capability to transform supply chain
management. RPA can automate critical
yet repetitive processes, driving increased
efficiency, error reduction and faster
throughput. For an industry that increasingly
requires higher logistics pipeline velocity
without sacrificing accuracy and at lower costs,
RPA is a natural choice for high performing
supply chain organisations.
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Gartner estimates that by the
end of 2022, 85% of enterprises
will have some form of RPA
implemented in their business
and Forrester calculates the RPA
market will exceed a 50% CAGR
by 2023, going from roughly $500
million to $2.8 billion.
Organizations
that
have
successfully implemented RPA
initiatives report cost savings of
up to 80% and time savings of up
to a staggering 40%.
In a nutshell, RPA helps businesses
execute core processes faster and
with fewer resources. It does this
by using a digital workforce to
perform redundant and manualintensive tasks, so humans don’t
have to. This reduces costs, errors,
and inefficiencies.
Digital workforce is one of the
obvious steps in developing
digital supply chain capabilities
and this can be done in a number
of areas. This article explores 10
possible areas in which can help

at each stage of the flow in Supply
Chain Management.
1. Procurement
RPA can automate the uploading
of reporting and contract data
for transactions from contracts
into Transportation Management
Systems (TMS) or Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) systems
with greater speed and accuracy.
Procurement can also have RPA
do dynamic searches of websites
to source or conduct market
research for future buys and
tenders.
2. Purchase Order

Management
Purchase order management
requires a thorough review
process but having to manually
review every order can be labourintensive, error-prone and cause
process bottlenecks.
With RPA, purchase orders can
be processed through automated

criteria such as pricing, quantity,
and regularity of purchase. When
an approval matches optimization
criteria, it gets sent through for
processing with notifications
to run the remaining purchase
orders that do not match the
criteria being sent through to
procurement managers for a
formal review. With RPA only nonconforming orders will need to
be reviewed with more mundane
non-value
adding
processes
performed by a digital workforce.
3. Inventory Management
Regardless of how efficient and
effective, all supply chains carry
inventory. Managing inventory
to ensure optimal volumes while
tracking data along the way can
be extremely complex and inaccurate demand and supply signals can cause stockouts, supply
chain disruptions and inventory
build-up like the ‘bullwhip effect’
- which is caused when forecasts
yield supply chain inefficiencies.
The bullwhip effect refers to in-

Material Flow

Vendor

Sourcing

Inbound
Storage /
Transportation

Operations

Outbound
Storage /
Transportation

Consumer
Distribution

Information Flow

Money Flow

Fig 1: Supply Chain Management Process Flow Diagram
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creasing swings in inventory in
response to shifts in customer
demand as one moves further up
the supply chain.
RPA can help continuously monitor inventory, notifying you when
levels are low and signal when
new shipments need to be ordered and even perform the job
function of an employee by ordering new shipments at the right
time.
Information is critical to the
success of any supply chain and
RPA can also be used to track
inventory as it flows throughout
the supply chain, if correct
integration and tools are used.
Manually tracking thousands
or millions of items is timeconsuming and prone to error.
RPA can automate this process
by deploying a digital workforce
to track inventory as it flows from
each stage of your integrated
supply chain.
Within your distribution centre,
RPA can perform a similar function
and make inventory management
easier by tracking inventory from
the time it enters and exits the
facility.
4. Contract Review
Today many companies spend
countless
hours
reviewing
contracts to track and review
amendments
to
original
documents. This activity in not
necessarily confined to the supply
chain function but also extends to
the legal and finance functions.
Much of this can be overcome by
adopting RPA functionality during
this crucial but often mundane
activity.

5. Freight Management
Freight management is driven
by time-critical, manual tasks.
RPA brings efficiency to these
tasks while saving time and
reducing errors. By automatically
processing
requisitions
transactions using RPA (from
orders received from disparate
systems or multiple formats from
customers) the effort required
can be significantly reduced.
RPA bots can be further
programmed to deliver ondemand reporting and tracking.
This will improve the ability for
data analytics to be used to
improve operations and provide
an efficient and scalable freight
management workflow.
Another area where RPA is coming
to the fore is in communication.
A large part of any supply
chain is maintaining proper
communication with suppliers,
manufacturers,
transportation
service agencies, and customers.
Even though concise and effective
communication is such a critical
part of supply chains, it is often
the one that has a major need for
improvement.
To ensure proper collaboration
email communication can be set
up with RPA. When shipments
have been successfully delivered,
when they are stuck midway or
delayed, and when they need to
be cancelled.
Effective communication between
all parties involved needs to be
ensured such that the customer
gets a smooth experience.
RPA can be used to automate
this
communication
process
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by triggering emails and text
messages when a specific event
occurs.
RPA can enhance other aspects
of freight management, such
as route optimization, freight
accounting, and freight claim
management.
6. Returns and Refunds

Processing
Processing returns and refunds is
both a high-volume and high-value
business. With the tremendous
growth in e-commerce, returns
and refunds processing is set
to grow tremendously and
businesses that rely wholly on
human intervention in their
processing workflows will be
quickly overwhelmed.
Fortunately, refunds and returns
processing are the perfect
application for RPA. By using
rules-based task automation, RPA
can reduce the need for human
intervention in most cases, freeing
up labour to focus on processing
that relies solely on human
decisions. By reducing human
intervention and automating
processing,
RPA
accelerates
resolution and reduces the risk of
errors.
7. Invoice Management
Managing invoices is vital to the
success of every logistics and
supply chain business and many
organisations have dedicated
backroom processing centres
that handle these tasks manually.
Manually tracking and entering
invoice data is a labour-intensive
yet
mission-critical
process,
making it perfect for automation.
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RPA can make it easier to process
invoice documents from vendors
and suppliers with less chance
of error. RPA speeds up tasks
such as extracting information
from invoices and validating and
verifying information, so you can
free up labour to perform higher
value-added work whilst ensuring
invoices are accurately handled.
8. Price Lookup and

Comparison
Costs reduction of sourced
materials is one way to drive down
costs but manually conducting
price lookups on multiple options
for hundreds of products can
prove untenable very quickly.
RPA can routinely search for pricing
data on specified materials and
structure this data in a way that
makes conducting comparisons
easier. This translates to getting
better prices more efficient – and
accurate.
9. ERP Integration &

Communication

and cash flow. With the latter, the
entire order to cash process can
be automated with RPA.
From the moment the raw
material order is placed to the
time the customer books or
places the order to the moment
they are engaged in the process
of making payments RPA is able to
help with the emails queries. This
is especially useful for companies
in e-fulfilment as the throughput
in these facilities often number in
the thousands of transactions per
hour or day.

RPA IN SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT – USE
CASES
Robotic
Process
Automation
is still in its infancy in supply
chain
operations,
however,
organizations have accelerated
towards including RPA in their
supply chains to make them
lean and efficient. MAERSK the
integrated shipping company, for
example, has implemented RPA to
achieve significant ROI.

Handling
data
entry
and
migration is often cumbersome,
repetitive, and prone to error.
With RPA, these processes can
be handled automatically and
quickly, from invoice data entry to
data validation and monitoring.
RPA can enhance ERP utilities by
increasing information accuracy
and reducing costs related to
manual data entry.
10. Order-To-Cash Cycle
The three essentials that must flow
effectively in any supply chain is
the product flow – either forward
or reverse, the information flow

Fig 2: MAERSK Case Study

Today, an intelligent digital
workforce with machine learning
and cognitive abilities have led us
to make RPA systems resemble
humans to an extent. RPA can
be used to predict outcomes and
support complex decision making,
thereby, helping employees with
more than just robotic tasks.

CHALLENGES IN RPA
IMPLEMENTATION
FOR SUPPLY CHAINS
According to Deloitte, there are still
many challenges organizations
face when they begin to strategize
RPA or go at it for the first time.
Here are the top 5 challenges the
report highlights –
1. Process Standardisation
Complex processes lead to
complexity in the robot. At
all stages of the RPA journey,
organizations
face
process
standardization as a critical
challenge. Complexity in processes
hike the costs of implementing
RPA while increasing operating
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costs and business disruption.
Organizations,
unfortunately,
realize
that
where
proper
documentation exists, even in
those places, the processes are
not always well understood.
2. IT Support
The support and consultancy
of an IT organization are vital
while strategizing RPA in the
supply chain. It is essential
and advisable to include an IT
organization throughout the RPA
implementation process.
3. The Flexibility of Solution

considered a stagnant automation
process. It carried a notion that
robots will only learn once and
that they need to be taught perfect
lessons for them to perform later.
Thanks to Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning, solution
flexibility can now be added to
all stages of automation, though
agility is perceived as a challenge.
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5. Employee Engagement
Organizations
that
have
succeeded in scaling RPA had first
engaged their employees and
built buy-in to change processes
org-wide. Though things vary
across organizations, there is a
need for enterprises to take steps
so that employees accept RPA
with minimal resistance.

4. Stakeholder Expectations

THE RPA REALITY
Stakeholders have now started
warming up to RPA, but it is a
significant challenge to move RPA
in Supply Chain up the priority
ladder, and make sure it does not
amount to complete disruption.

RPA has emerged as a costeffective way for supply chain and
logistics operations to optimize
their processes whilst at the same
time cutting costs.

RPA, at the outset, used to be

Benefits of

Benefits of

Optimising

RPA

EMPLOYEES

OPERATIONS

• Increase customer
satisfaction by
streamlining service
• Improve service and
product quality by
minimizing human
error
• Deliver products and
services to market
faster
• Provide more
innovative products
and services

• Eliminate repetitive,
manual tasks

• Reduce costs up to
80%

• Increased job
satisfaction by
focussing on higher
value-add activities.

• Improve speed and
efficiency up to 40%

• Providing high
demand skills and
capabilities

• Scale robots up or
down quickly at
marginal to no cost
• Improve governance
and compliance
• Gain access to
process reporting
and analytics to make
intelligent business
decisions
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implementation
to
achieve
full benefits and realize the
anticipated ROI and finding the
correct partner to work alongside
and with them on this journey is
crucial.

Orchestrating
these
pieces
together is an understandable
challenge but strategizing and
planning each part of the RPA
implementation process and

integrating a transformation
mindset into everyone in the
organization is crucial.
If you are looking to partner with
a digital transformation facilitator
organization, enterprises need
to take an end-to-end approach
with RPA in Supply Chain

There is no one-size-fits-all
model for digital transformation.
Your organisation will need an
IT partner who can tailor RPA
implementation to your needs,
being mindful of the operating
scenario and the organisational
end goals. RPA in comparison to
traditional automation not only
frees up labour to perform highervalue activities but revamps
everything an organisation was
built upon. New issues may arise
in the service delivery process,
and entire operations may need
to be reworked, all for better
productivity and efficiency that
will pay dividends at the end of
the day!

®

Go be great.

Automation Anywhere is a global leader in Robotic Process Automation
(RPA), empowering customers to automate end-to-end business
processes with software bots – digital workers that perform repetitive
and manual tasks, resulting in dramatic productivity gains, optimized
customer experience and more engaged employees. The company
offers the world’s only web-based and cloudnative intelligent automation
platform combining RPA, artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
analytics right out of the box, to help organizations rapidly start and scale
their process automation journey. Its Bot Store is the world’s first and
largest marketplace with more than 850 pre-built, intelligent automation
solutions. With offices in more than 40 countries and a global network of
1,900 partners, Automation Anywhere has deployed over 2.1 million bots
to support some of the world’s largest enterprises across all industries.
For additional information,
visit www.automationanywhere.com
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DIGITALISATION OF
SUPPLY CHAINS
Supply Chain Resilience,
Responsiveness and Renewal
Jessica Lim
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TAKING A DIGITAL-FIRST
APPROACH
Emerging retail logistics start-up
blu, has moved into its brand new
state-of-the-art facility. Dubbed
the ‘blu eCommerce Hub’, the
new facility spans more than
7,000 square metres, expanding
blu’s
operational
capacity
multifold. It functions as the
base of blu’s operations, housing
a
technologically-enabled
warehouse space, roboticallypowered fulfilment systems, and
an integrated last mile distribution
centre.
blu has invested in a variety of
new technologies to fulfil orders
more efficiently and accurately.
This includes a full floor outfitted
with robotically-driven storage
and retrieval systems, integrated
conveyor belts, and an innovative
‘Put-to-Wall’ solution for high
velocity order picking.
Leveraging on it’s supercharged
digitally-enabled systems and
best-in-class technologies, blu
helps businesses get a head
start on digitalising their supply
chains to remain competitive in
the rapidly changing business
environment.

their distribution networks.
However, since the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic, lockdowns
and freight restrictions have
thrown supply chains worldwide
into disarray. Many businesses
realise that their well-meaning
yet single-minded focus on
operational efficiency may have
led to lack of resilience planning,
leaving their supply chains
vulnerable to crises.

THE IMPORTANCE OF
SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE
AND RESPONSIVENESS

Digitalisation plays an important
role in achieving supply chain
resilience and responsiveness.
Firms using digital technologies
to manage complex, multinode supply chains would
undoubtedly have benefited from
having increased visibility across
their network of suppliers and
distributors.

Traditionally, businesses prioritise
efficiency over resiliency when
building well-oiled supply chains.
A huge emphasis is typically
placed on lean manufacturing and
just-in-time distribution, which
helps firms save time and money
by improving resource efficiency,
reducing waste, and optimising

This gives them access to valuable
insights into market factors.
Businesses
empowered
with
powerful digital tools can forecast
supply and demand. It enables
them to make informed decisions
to address market fluctuations,
allowing them to recover quickly
from initial supply shocks and

scale up to meet surging demand
as lockdown measures are
gradually eased.
The rewards for building resilience
and responsiveness are evident
- companies can withstand
major disruptions, react to the
market fluctuations ahead of
their competitors, and thrive
even in challenging business
environments.

DIGITALISING YOUR
LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY
CHAIN
A good number of businesses
are already embarking on digital
transformation, in a bid to achieve
a digitally-optimised and robust
supply chain. However, it is a
challenge for most organisations,
especially large incumbents, to
walk away from long-standing
business processes in favour of
new practices. Not to mention
the vast amounts of capital
investment digitalisation usually
necessitates.
Digital transformation does not
happen overnight - it is a process
that requires time, effort, and
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capital, as well as cultural change
throughout the organisation.
Stakes are undoubtedly high,
especially
in
fast-changing
markets, and businesses need to
discern where to channel their
digital efforts. Depending on
the firm’s size and operational
complexity, digitalising an entire
supply chain may prove to be
challenging.
An option for businesses is to
work with a single third-party
service provider that has relevant
expertise in the local logistics
industry and access to pertinent
infrastructure.
Third-party
logistics providers can provide
customised solutions to best suit
business needs.
Moreover, working with a single
provider, instead of fragmenting
the supply chain by outsourcing
to multiple vendors, allows for
centralised
management
of
the entire logistical process.
This serves to provide better
visibility over the supply chain
and streamline decision-making
processes with more accurate
insights.

KEY BENEFITS OF
DIGITALISING SUPPLY
CHAINS WITH A THIRDPARTY PROVIDER:
First, the ability to manage
demand peaks and troughs.
Businesses often struggle with
maintaining a balance between
accurate forecasting and actual
demand. Excess storage space,
stock and manpower represents
an avoidable cost.
But without the extra storage
capacity, firms may be hard
pressed to fulfil orders in the

event of a demand spike. When
parcel volume peaks, it may not
be feasible to scale operations
in time as warehouse capacity
can be limited by infrastructural
space, workers, or vehicles
available. Instead of bearing
this burden, working with a
partner gives businesses access
to dedicated infrastructure and
tools, empowering them with the
agility and flexibility to react to
demand fluctuations efficiently
and cost-effectively.
Second, the ability to focus on
core competencies. Inventory
management, order fulfilment,
and last mile delivery are
time-consuming yet essential
processes. Businesses should
evaluate if they wish to nurture
these skill sets internally as core
competencies; otherwise, they
should consider leveraging the
expertise of trained professionals
and their best-in-class technology
to increase productivity.
Lastly, the ability to keep fixed costs
low. Take fulfilment and delivery
in-house entails significant time
and effort invested in planning
and development. It also takes
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tremendous amounts of capital
investment
in
warehousing
and distribution infrastructure,
staffing and equipment.
Further, as technology advances,
businesses have to dedicate
resources into maintaining and
upgrading their technologies and
infrastructure over time. Choosing
to work with a trusted partner
helps firms save on these costs
and maintain lower overheads.
The capital can be channeled
into developing other core
competencies, to stay competitive
in the long run.

PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS
Since 2015, Singapore-based
integrated retail logistics solution
provider, blu, has helped valued
partners digitalise their supply
chains and grow their businesses.
The emerging start-up was
recently named the “Best ThirdParty Logistics Company” by
the Logistics & Supply Chain
Management Society (LSCMS)
at their annual awards, in
recognition of their demonstrated
expertise and contributions to the
development of the local logistics
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scene. blu was also an awardee in
Supply Chain Asia Awards 2019,
winning “Supply Chain Start-Up of
the Year”.
From its inception, blu has
pioneered new and innovative
ways of thinking about logistics
and supply chain management.
Prashant Dadlani, founder and
CEO of blu, is a strong proponent
of applying systemic innovation
throughout the value chain,
instead of making piecemeal
improvements.
To achieve new levels of efficiency,
he integrated previously-disparate
upstream
and
downstream
operations and deployed nextgeneration robotics and AI to
automate repetitive tasks and
minimise manual handling risks.

Downstream - blu operates one
of the largest automated parcel
terminal networks in Singapore
known as bluPort. The connected
fulfilment and delivery processes
facilitates same-day service levels
for pick, pack, and deliver to
bluPort, allowing partners and
their customers to enjoy speedy,
secure, and contactless deliveries.
Using
bluPort,
last
mile
challenges like unpredictability
in transit and missed deliveries
due to customer unavailability
have been eliminated, yielding
bonus cost savings. The extensive
bluPort network also enables
seamless parcel returns, helping
businesses encourage sales and
boost customer loyalty.

PARTNER WITH blu !
With the new and improved blu
eCommerce Hub, blu is poised
to become the eCommerce
fulfilment and retail logistics
partner of choice for businesses.
By leveraging blu’s scalable,
automated fulfilment and last
mile capabilities, partners can
work with blu to digitalise their
supply chains - empowering them
with agility flexibility, and stability
to capitalise on the eCommerce
boom,
respond
quickly
to
unpredictable shifts in the global
economy, and stay ahead of the
curve.

SIGNIFICANCE OF UPSTREAM
AND
DOWNSTREAM
INNOVATIONS
Jessica Lim
Upstream
technologicallyadvanced
warehousing
and
fulfilment facility enables realtime inventory tracking - goods
are securely stored and orders
are fulfilled swiftly and accurately
with piece-level precision providing the necessary visibility
to anticipate the operating
environment and make better
decisions.

Product & Marketing Head
blu
Jessica is the Product & Marketing Head of blu, an emerging start-up
based in Singapore specialising in eCommerce fulfillment and retail
logistics technology.
Get in touch:
hello@blu.com.sg
Stay Connected:
https://blu.com.sg/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/blu-singapore/
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